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Tasks

- Running ChIP-seq_analyze script on the cluster from different sources (SRA, fastq files, bam files)
- Visualizing ChIP-seq results in IGV genome browser
- Defining and visualizing overlapping peak sets using intersectBed and VennMaster
- Creating heat maps with HOMER, Cluster and TreeView
- Mapping de novo motifs to the peaks
- Summarizing the numbers of the analysis


ChIP-seq analyze script

• Aim: To have a simple script that can be used either to analyze local ChIP-seq sequencing data or to do meta-analysis of ChIP-seq experiments stored on the NCBI SRA database

• Command line tool

• Input: SRA (NCBI reads), fastq (reads), bam (alignments)
  – Downloads SRA format files NCBI
  – Maps fastq format reads
  – Peak calling by HOMER and MACS
  – Peak annotation by HOMER
  – Known and denovo motif finding by HOMER
  – GO enrichment analysis by HOMER
  – Generates bedgraph and bed files for visualization

Barta E
Command line analysis of ChIP-seq results.
Reads (fastq format)

- Raw data from pictures
- Separating individual samples (fastx_barcode_splitter.pl)
- FastQC
- Adaptors, linkers, barcodes, low QC bases – removing with splitters, trimmers, clippers
fastq files

- Large text files
  - Identifier
    - Instrument name
    - Lane number
    - Tile number
    - X-coordinate
    - Y-coordinate
    - Member of the pair
    - Passing filter
    - Control bits
    - Index sequence
  - Raw sequence
  - Optional description
  - Quality values

- Can be splitted and concatenated

@HWI-H148:96:C0FTRACXX:1:1101:1634:2070 1:N:0: TAGTCTCTTAAGAGCCATGGCTACTAGAAATAATGATAGATCTGGGATACACN +
+1:B1BBDFDBCFF>GD@9A9;@:?B+9A+9AG4?::C**1::11:9?B*?#
@@;DDDDAH<FFHH:CEGEDFFEHIHEHGEHEGEHCGHIFHID###
=?1+ADDHF>FHIHBDGHHGDCB@GH?FDGG9BDG<BF?FFH####
@HWI-H148:96:C0FTRACXX:1:1101:2314:2026 1:N:0: GATTTTAGGTAACAGCCAGGGCAGGATAATCAAGGACATTTTTTNNNNNNN +
11144ABDADHDIEGIHIHGDHDEFHGHIIGGGGE<GHII#####
SRA toolkit

Using the SRA Toolkit

What is the purpose of the SRA toolkit?

Is there documentation that will show me how to convert the files I downloaded from SRA into a format I’m familiar with?

I’m having problems using the toolkit, and the documentation doesn’t cover the problem I’m having. Who do I contact for help?

What is the purpose of the SRA toolkit?

The SRA Toolkit, also known as the SRA System Development Kit (SDK), will allow you to programmatically access data housed within SRA and convert it from the SRA format to any of the following formats:

- AB SOLiD native
- FASTQ
- SFF (Roche 454)
- Illumina native

You can also use the toolkit to convert from the formats listed below into the SRA format:

- FASTQ
- AB SOLiD-SRF
- AB SOLiD-Native
- Illumina SRF
- Illumina Native
- SFF

The SRA toolkit is available in versions compatible with Linux, Windows and Mac operating systems.
Finding ChIP-seq experiments in the NCBI’s SRA database

SRA

Search

Display Settings: Summary, 20 per page

The following term was not found in SRA: foxn1.
See the search details.

Results: 6

1. GSM662357: LNCaP_abi_AR_KD_rep3; Homo sapiens; RNA-Seq
   1. ILLUMINA (Illumina HiSeq 2000) run: 4M spots, 143.8M bases, 80.4Mb downloads
      Accession: SRX116036

2. GSM662356: LNCaP_abi_AR_KD_rep2; Homo sapiens; RNA-Seq
   1. ILLUMINA (Illumina HiSeq 2000) run: 7.3M spots, 233.1M bases, 102.5Mb downloads
      Accession: SRX116037

3. GSV916522: LNCaP_abi_AR_KD_rep1; Homo sapiens; RNA-Seq
   1. ILLUMINA (Illumina HiSeq 2000) run: 3.1M spots, 110.8M bases, 62.5Mb downloads
      Accession: SRX116030

4. GSV912507: LNCaP_shFoxA1_regular_medium_AR; Homo sapiens; ChIP-Seq
   1. ILLUMINA (Illumina HiSeq 2000) run: 8.8M spots, 440.8M bases, 256.7Mb downloads
      Accession: SRX142507

5. GSV923509: AR_ChIP-seq_shFoxA1_hormone-deprived; Homo sapiens; ChIP-Seq
   1. ILLUMINA (Illumina HiSeq 2000) run: 9.6M spots, 482.1M bases, 277.7Mb downloads
      Accession: SRX147605

6. GSV775365: LNsip53-AR ChIPSeq
   1. ILLUMINA (Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx) run: 13.6M spots, 559.4M bases, 314.2Mb downloads
      Accession: SRX092448
Getting the link to the FTP site for downloading sra format reads

Introduction

Burrows–Wheeler Aligner (BWA) is an efficient program that aligns relatively short nucleotide sequences against a long reference sequence such as the human genome. It implements two algorithms, bwa–short and BWA–SW. The former works for query sequences shorter than 200bp and the latter for longer sequences up to around 100kbp. Both algorithms do gapped alignment. They are usually more accurate and faster on queries with low error rates. Please see the [BWA manual page](#) for more information.

FAQ

How can I cite BWA?

The short read alignment component (bwa–short) has been published:


If you use BWA–SW, please cite:


(See also Errata below for a minor correction to the formulae in these papers.)
Introduction

SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) format is a generic format for storing large nucleotide sequence alignments. SAM aims to be a format that:

- Is flexible enough to store all the alignment information generated by various alignment programs;
- Is simple enough to be easily generated by alignment programs or converted from existing alignment formats;
- Is compact in file size;
- Allows most of operations on the alignment to work on a stream without loading the whole alignment into memory;
- Allows the file to be indexed by genomic position to efficiently retrieve all reads aligning to a locus.

SAM Tools provide various utilities for manipulating alignments in the SAM format, including sorting, merging, indexing and generating alignments in a per-position format.
BAMTOOLS

BamTools provides both a programmer's API and an end-user's toolkit for handling BAM files.

I. Learn More

II. License

III. Acknowledgements

IV. Contact

---------------------------------------------------------------

I. Learn More:

---------------------------------------------------------------

Installation steps, tutorial, API documentation, etc. are all now available through the BamTools project wiki:

https://github.com/pezmaster31/bamtools/wiki

Join the mailing list(s) to stay informed of updates or get involved with contributing:

https://github.com/pezmaster31/bamtools/wiki/Mailing-lists
• The number of peaks depends on the methods used and the cutoff values applied.
• More reads doesn’t mean necessarily more peaks
• Different methods give only 60-80% similar peaks!

Focused Peaks:

Unfocused Peaks:

Finding peaks

About

Next generation parallel sequencing technologies made chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-Seq) a popular strategy to study genome-wide protein-DNA interactions, while creating challenges for analysis algorithms. We present Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS) on short reads sequencers such as Genome Analyzer (Illumina / Solexa). MACS empirically models the length of the sequenced ChIP fragments, which tends to be shorter than sonication or library construction size estimates, and uses it to improve the spatial resolution of predicted binding sites. MACS also uses a dynamic Poisson distribution to effectively capture local biases in the genome sequence, allowing for more sensitive and robust prediction. MACS compares favorably to existing ChIP-Seq peak-finding algorithms, is publicly available open source, and can be used for ChIP-Seq with or without control samples.

Now, the newest version is version 1.4.2

Author

MACS is written by Yong Zhang and Tao Liu from Xiaole Shirley Liu's Lab.

Source Code

On Github

Citation

Our paper has been published in Genome Biology. Please cite "Zhang et al. Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS). Genome Biol (2008) vol. 9 (9) pp. R137".
Peak finding with MACS

- MACS is a PYTHON script developed and maintained by Tao Liu
- It is the most widely used and cited method now
- There are a lot of switch to fine tune the analysis
- Single experiments and control-treated pairs can be analyzed as well
- It provides a BED format file for the peaks (ChIP regions) and for the summits and an XLS file for the peaks.
- It also provides bedgraph format coverage files
HOMER

Software for motif discovery and next-gen sequencing analysis

Next-Generation Sequencing Analysis

ChiP-Seq is the best thing that happened to ChiP since the antibody. It is 100x better than ChiP-Chip since it escapes most of the problems of microarray probe hybridization. Plus it is cheaper, and genome wide. But ChiP-Seq is only the tip of the iceberg - there are many inventive ways to use a sequencer. Below are a list of the more popular methods that will be covered below:

**ChiP-Seq**: Isolation and sequencing of genomic DNA "bound" by a specific transcription factor, covalently modified histone, or other nuclear protein. This methodology provides genome-wide maps of factor binding. Most of HOMER's routines cater to the analysis of ChiP-Seq data.

**DNase-Seq**: Treatment of nuclei with a restriction enzyme such as DNase I will result in cleavage of DNA at accessible regions. Isolation of these regions and their detection by sequencing allows the creation of DNase hypersensitivity maps, providing information about which regulatory elements are accessible in the genome.

**MNase-Seq**: Micrococcal Nuclease (MNase) is a restriction enzyme that degrades genomic DNA not wrapped around histones. The remaining DNA represents nucleosomal DNA, and can be sequencing to reveal nucleosome positions along the genome. This method can also be combined with ChiP to map nucleosomes that contain specific histone modifications.

**RNA-Seq**: Extraction, fragmentation, and sequencing of RNA populations within a sample. The replacement for gene expression measurements by microarray. There are many variants on this, such as RibO-Seq (isolation of ribosomes translating RNA), small RNA-Seq (to identify miRNAs), etc.

**GRO-Seq**: RNA-Seq of nascent RNA. Transcription is halted, nuclei are isolated, labeled nucleotides are added back, and transcription briefly restarted resulting in labeled RNA molecules. These newly created, nascent RNAs are isolated and sequenced to reveal "rates of transcription" as opposed to the total number of stable transcripts measured by normal RNA-seq.

**HI-C**: Genomic interaction assay for understanding genome 3D structure. This assay is much more specialized - For more information about how to use HOMER to analyze HI-C data, check out the HI-C analysis section.
List of HOMER utilities

HOMER Program Index

Below is a quick introduction to the different programs included in HOMER. Running each program without any arguments will provide basic instructions and a list of command line options.

FASTA file Motif Discovery

findMotifs.pl - performs motif analysis with lists of Gene Identifiers or FASTA files (See FASTA file analysis)

homer2 - core component of motif finding (Called by everything else , See FASTA file analysis)

Gene/Promoter-based Analysis

findMotifs.pl - performs motif and gene ontology analysis with lists of Gene Identifiers, both promoter and mRNA motifs (See Gene ID Analysis Tutorial)

findGO.pl - performs only gene ontology analysis with lists of Gene Identifiers (Called by findMotifs.pl, See Gene Ontology Analysis)

loadPromoters.pl - setup custom promoter sets for specialized analysis (See Customization)

Next-Gen Sequencing/Genomic Position Analysis

findMotifsGenome.pl - performs motif analysis from genomic positions (See Finding Motifs from Peaks)

makeTagDirectory - creates a "tag directory" from high-throughput sequencing alignment files, performs quality control (See Creating a Tag Directory)

makeUCSCfile & makeBigWig.pl - create bedGraph file for visualization with the UCSC Genome Browser (See Creating UCSC file)

findPeaks - find peaks in ChIP-Seq data, regions in histone data, de novo transcripts from GRO-Seq (See Finding ChIP-Seq Peaks)

analyzeChIP-Seq.pl - automation of programs found above (See Automation of ChIP-Seq analysis)

annotatePeaks.pl - annotation of genomic positions, organization of motif and sequencing data, histograms, heatmaps, and more... (See Annotating Peaks, Quantification)

analyzeRNA.pl - quantification of RNA levels across transcripts (See RNA quantification)

mergePeaks - find overlapping peak positions (See Comparing ChIP-Seq Peaks)

homerTools - basic sequence manipulation (See Sequence Manipulation)

tagDir2bed.pl - output tag directory as an alignment BED file (See Miscellaneous)

bed2pos.pl, pos2bed.pl - convert between HOMER peak file format and BED file format (See Miscellaneous)

checkPeakFile.pl - use this to see if your peak file is in the correct format
The IGV genome browser (for visualization of the genomic data)
BAM and bedgraph files

Coverage-1
Coverage-2

Homer2*
Merge
Strand specific
Small
Big

MACS2 (merge)
Background
Coverage
Coverage
Merge
BAM

*normalized to 10 million reads
no GC normalization
# Peak finding using HOMER (findPeaks)

```
# HOMER Peaks
# Peak finding parameters:
# tag directory = Sox2-ChIP-Seq
#
# total peaks = 10280
# peak size = 137
# peaks found using tags on both strands
# minimum distance between peaks = 342
# fragment length = 132
# genome size = 4000000000
# Total tags = 9908245.0
# Total tags in peaks = 156820.0
# Approximate IP efficiency = 1.58%
# tags per bp = 0.001907
# expected tags per peak = 0.523
# maximum tags considered per bp = 1.0
# effective number of tags used for normalization = 10000000.0
# Peaks have been centered at maximum tag pile-up
# FDR rate threshold = 0.001000
# FDR effective poisson threshold = 0.000000
# FDR tag threshold = 8.0
# number of putative peaks = 10800
#
# size of region used for local filtering = 10000
# Fold over local region required = 4.00
# Poisson p-value over local region required = 1.00e-04
# Putative peaks filtered by local signal = 484
#
### Maximum fold under expected unique positions for tags = 2.00
# Putative peaks filtered for being too clonal = 36
#
# cmd = findPeaks Sox2-ChIP-Seq -style factor -o auto
#
# Column Headers:
```

- Column 1: PeakId - a unique name for each peak (very important that peaks have unique names...)
- Column 2: chr - chromosome where peak is located
- Column 3: starting position of peak
- Column 4: ending position of peak
- Column 5: Strand (+-)
- Column 6: Normalized Tag Counts - number of tags found at the peak, normalized to 10 million total mapped tags (or defined by the user)
- Column 7: (style factor): Focus Ratio - fraction of tags found appropriately upstream and downstream of the peak center. (see below)
- Column 8+: (style histone/-style groseq): Region Size - length of enriched region
- Columns 8+: Statistics and Data from filtering

---

Genome size represents the total effective number of mappable bases in the genome (remember each base could be mapped in each direction)

Approximate IP efficiency describes the fraction of tags found in peaks versus, genomic background. This provides an estimate of how well the ChIP worked. Certain antibodies like H3K4me3, ERa, or PU.1 will yield very high IP efficiencies (>20%), while most tend in the 1-20% range. Once this number dips below 1%, it's a good sign the ChIP didn't work very well and should probably be optimized.
De novo motif finding with HOMER

How findMotifsGenome.pl works:

1. Verify peak/BED file
2. Extract sequences from the genome corresponding to the regions in the input file, filtering sequences that are >70% "N"
3. Calculate GC/CpG content of peak sequences.
4. Preparse the genomic sequences of the selected size to serve as background sequences
5. Randomly select background regions for motif discovery
6. Auto normalization of sequence bias.
7. Check enrichment of known motifs
8. de novo motif finding
HOMER *denovo* motif finding result

Total target sequences = 4219
Total background sequences = 45719
* - possible false positive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Motif</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>log P-value</th>
<th>% of Targets</th>
<th>% of Background</th>
<th>STD(Bg STD)</th>
<th>Best Match/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Motif Image" /></td>
<td>1e-658</td>
<td>1.516e+03</td>
<td>54.23%</td>
<td>16.93%</td>
<td>414.8bp (300.1bp)</td>
<td>PB0058.1_Sfpi1_1 More Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Motif Image" /></td>
<td>1e-131</td>
<td>3.036e+02</td>
<td>46.43%</td>
<td>28.60%</td>
<td>465.7bp (296.4bp)</td>
<td>PB0049.1_Nr2f2_1 More Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Motif Image" /></td>
<td>1e-131</td>
<td>3.025e+02</td>
<td>32.80%</td>
<td>17.26%</td>
<td>489.8bp (298.2bp)</td>
<td>Jun-API(bZIP)/K562-cJun-ChIP-Seq/Homer More Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Motif Image" /></td>
<td>1e-70</td>
<td>1.632e+02</td>
<td>29.18%</td>
<td>17.91%</td>
<td>483.4bp (300.2bp)</td>
<td>MA0102.2_CEBPA More Information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- RXR peaks overlapping with GRO-seq paired peaks
- Enrichment = % of Targets / % of Background
- The P-value depends on the size of the sample (not comparable between different samples)
- Best match (HOMER has its own motif library coming from the JASPAR database and from ChIP-seq analyses) does not mean perfect match!
Homer
Motives are close to peak summits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>target %</th>
<th>bg %</th>
<th>fold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1E-74</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1E-91</td>
<td>28.62</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1E-142</td>
<td>34.02</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1E-169</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>5.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>target %</th>
<th>bg %</th>
<th>fold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRhalf</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1E-151</td>
<td>39.27</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1E-184</td>
<td>41.05</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1E-254</td>
<td>52.78</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>6.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1E-258</td>
<td>59.23</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>target %</th>
<th>bg %</th>
<th>fold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PU.1</td>
<td>1E-86</td>
<td>18.97</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1E-135</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1E-169</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>5.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>target %</th>
<th>bg %</th>
<th>fold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRhalf</td>
<td>1E-18</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>64.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1E-52</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1E-258</td>
<td>59.23</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Homer
Searching for motif enrichments

- Functions that make impossible complex motif search if a simple (component) motif is highly enriched:
  - cyclic re-optimization of motives
  - masking out found motives from further searching

- Parameters:
  - quickMask: omits “rank masking”
  - maskMotif: masks given motives
  - len: 10,12,14,16 instead of 8,12,16,20
  - size: 200, 100, given (summit +/-50)
  - opt: optimizing a given motif
  - mis: (3 instead of) 2
Motif matrix files and logos

RGGTCANRGGTCA → DRGGTCARAGGTCARN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&gt;Consensus sequence</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Score threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;RGGTCANRGGTCA</td>
<td>DR1</td>
<td>15.2051888767745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log P value</th>
<th>Unused</th>
<th>Match in Target and Background, P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* -226.958685</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>T:159.0(19.06%), B:970.0(2.08%), P:1e-98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BEDtools

The documentation for bedtools has moved!

The existing PDF manual will be phased out in the next few months.

The most up to date documentation is at bedtools.readthedocs.org.

BEDTools Summary

The BEDTools utilities allow one to address common genomics tasks such as finding feature overlaps and computing coverage. The utilities are largely based on four widely-used file formats: BED, GFF/GTF, VCF, and SAM/BAM. Using BEDTools, one can develop sophisticated pipelines that answer complicated research questions by "streaming" several BEDTools together. The following are examples of common questions that one can address with BEDTools.

1. Intersecting two BED files in search of overlapping features.
2. Culling/refining/computing coverage for BAM alignments based on genome features.
3. Merging overlapping features.
4. Screening for paired-end (PE) overlaps between PE sequences and existing genomic features.
5. Calculating the depth and breadth of sequence coverage across defined "windows" in a genome.
6. Screening for overlaps between "split" alignments and genomic features.

Citation

Please cite the following article if you use BEDTools in your research:

**BEDtools: intersectBed**

**Switches:**

- `-a peakfile1.bed -b peakfile2.bed`

  `((-abam => -bed))`

- `-u`

- `-v`

- `-c (count b on a)`

- `-wo (fusing beds in a “double bed” table)`

- `-f (minimum overlap %) – -u -f 0.6`

- `-r (reciprocal overlap) – -u -f 0.6 -r`

- `-s (strand specific match)`
VennMaster
Peak overlaps

\textbf{A listfile}

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textit{Unit (peak)} & \textit{Group} \\
\hline
A-30917 & PU.1 \\
A-30918 & PU.1 \\
A-30919 & PU.1 \\
A-30920 & PU.1 \\
A-30921 & PU.1 \\
A-30922 & PU.1 \\
A-30923 & PU.1 \\
A-1 & RXR \\
A-2 & RXR \\
A-3 & RXR \\
A-4 & RXR \\
A-5 & RXR \\
A-6 & RXR \\
A-7 & RXR \\
\ldots & \ldots \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

New list file format automatically from beds:

\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textit{Peak (position; merge)} \\
\hline
\texttt{chr2:14108549-14108910} \\
\texttt{chr2:14113626-14114054} \\
\texttt{chr2:14125966-14126214} \\
\texttt{chr2:14128322-14128869} \\
\texttt{chr2:14150196-14150481} \\
\texttt{chr2:14150692-14151155} \\
\texttt{chr2:14155587-14155954} \\
\ldots \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textit{filename} \\
\hline
\texttt{VennMaster} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textit{Group} \\
\hline
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\texttt{PU1peaks} \\
\ldots \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
**Annotation of the peaks (annotatePeaks.pl)**

- Genomic localization
- Closest TSS
- Motif occurrences
- Enrichment in different ontologies

**Gene Ontology Enrichment Results**

Method: Generate a list of genes and compare the list statistically with the list of genes present in a given ontology.
Outputs of the primary analysis I.

1. BAM format alignment files for visualization and for occupancy analysis *name.bam*

2. Bedgraph files for visualization
   1. *name.bedgraph.gz*: normalized (10 million) extended reads from both strand
   2. *name_small.bedgraph.gz*: normalized (10 million), extended reads shown in the positive strand (summit shows the binding site)
   3. *name_big.bedgraph.gz*: same as above but with the highest resolution (and sometimes in a bigger size)

3. Bed files for visualization and for further analysis
   1. ChIP regions from HOMER analysis (*name_macs_peaks.bed*). Summit +- 100 bp
   2. ChIP regions from MACS analysis (*name-homerpeaks.bed*)
   3. MACS peak summits (*name_macs_summits.bed*)
4. Annotation file *(name_homermotifsannot.txt)*, tab delimited, can be directly imported into the excel or other programs. There is an other file *(name_macs-homermotifsannot.txt)* for MACS peak annotation.

5. *denovo* motif finding, known motif enrichment and GO annotation enrichment for the best 1000 peaks from both the HOMER and MACS peak predictions. HTML format, which can be opened directly from any internet browser *(homerResults.html)*.

6. Overall statistics of the experiments (generated with a separate script)
Downstream analysis

Comparing different samples
– Overlapping regions (intersectBed)
– Occupancy analysis (diffBind)
– Generating profiles
– Re-analyze peak subsets for motif occurrences
Goals of the module

CTCF vs. H3K4me1

Normalized read count

Distance to CTCF summit

-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600
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